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SCOPE OF THE GUIDELINE  

This document is the guideline for the Full-Text Patent Annotation (FTPA) project and should advise 

how to annotate manually chemical reactions and their general conditions in patents correctly. In 

addition, the reference relationships amongst the annotated chemical reactions and general conditions 

should be marked. It will provide definitions, and also examples, in which cases and how a string of 

characters embedded in text of patents must be annotated accordingly. The resulting manually 

annotated BRAT files can be used as a so-called “gold standard” in order to determine Recall, Precision 

and F1-scores regarding corresponding automatic annotations, produced by state-of-the-art text mining 

tools. 

 

OVERVIEW  

Chemical reactions described in chemical patents contain valuable information about the detailed 

synthesis processes of new chemical compounds filed in the patent. Recognizing and understanding 

chemical reactions is a crucial task for information extraction over chemical patents. However, it is often 

the case in chemical patents that some chemical reactions (e.g., reaction A) are not fully described, 

and readers need to refer to their contextual reactions (e.g., reaction B) within the same patent to 

understand these reactions. In such cases, the reaction A is considered as referring to reaction B. 

Identification of chemical reactions and more importantly, sorting out the referring relationships 

amongst the chemical reactions, is the goal of this project. Note that in this project, the focus is on 

chemical reactions in textual and tabular form. Any drawn chemical entities/structures are excluded, as 

state-of-the-art technologies are currently not able to reach sufficient quality in such regions of 

documents.  

Identifying the exact text spans of chemical reactions in patents is challenging. This is because many 

chemical reactions are not fully described. Instead, they are presented in simplified/structured ways to 

keep the patents short and concise. For example, some reaction may only be presented as a set of key 

compounds which can be used to complete a general condition, i.e., a certain synthesis procedure for 

preparing many similar reactions. The combination of the general condition and the provided key 

compounds form a complete description of the reaction. In this task, these simplified forms of chemical 

reactions and general conditions need to be annotated and connected, as our goal is to provide 

complete understanding of all reactions in patents.  

The challenge for annotating reference relationships amongst chemical reactions and general 

conditions lies in the fact that such reference relationships are not always expressed explicitly. In some 
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cases, the reference relationships are only implied by the document structures, such as tables and 

reactions indices. Another challenge is that the reference relationships amongst chemical reactions 

may span very long texts. Capturing reference relationships between distant reactions pose challenges 

to both annotation and the design of information extraction systems. 

 

INTRODUCTION TO PATENTS  
A patent is a right granted to the owner of an invention that prevents others from making, using, 

importing or selling the invention without his permission. A patentable invention can be a product or a 

process that gives a new technical solution to a problem. It can also be a new method of doing things, 

the composition of a new product, or a technical improvement on how certain objects work. For an 

invention to be patentable, it must, in general, satisfy three key criteria: New, inventive step, and 

industrial application.  

The sections of patents are quite conserved: title, bibliographic information (patent number, dates, 

inventors, assignees, IPC classes, …), abstract, description, and claims. Most of the chemical data will 

be found in the experimental section of the description, while compounds claimed (protected) are 

available in the claims section. Drawings, sequences, or other additional information will normally be 

found at the very end of a patent. 

This particular project focuses on the free texts in the patents and do not include any drawings. Tables 

in original patents are included but are converted in a simplified form (see Section “Reactions in 

Tables”).  

 

HIGH LEVEL RULES 

In general, there are two major types of chemical reaction references: (1) analogous reactions, and 

(2) general conditions.  

ANALOGOUS REACTIONS. It is often the case in chemical patents that a reaction procedure (e.g., to 

synthesize Compound A1) is described first and then a number of similar reactions (e.g., to synthesize 

Compound A2, A3, ...) are listed afterwards without full description. The former reaction (for Compound 

A1) is called the parent reaction, and the latter (for Compound A2, A3, ...) is called the child reaction. 

The pair of parent and child reactions, or this type of reference, is called analogous reactions. 

To give an example, Figure 1 presents the snapshot of a patent in the annotation interface, where the 

parent text is presented with paragraph segmentation and the backgrounds of consecutive paragraphs 
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are toggled between grey and white. In the figure, there are two chemical reactions highlighted in blue, 

T1 and T2. T2 describes how to prepare the chemical compound “1(S)-Benzyl-6-methoxy-1(R)-(3-oxo-

butyl)-3,4-dihydro-1H-naphthelen-2-one”. However, since its preparation method is similar with that in 

“Preparation 2”, T2 refers to the reaction T1 and only describes its differences from T1. In this figure, 

T1 and T2 form a pair of analogous reactions with T1 being the parent reaction and T2 being the child 

reaction, respectively. 

 

Figure 1. An example of analogous reactions. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS. In some cases, the conditions to synthesize many similar compounds are 

described without specifying the actual name of compounds. Such a description is referred as a 

description of a general condition. In chemical patents, general conditions are often presented using 

Markush structures. Thereafter, any child reactions that follow this general procedure are usually briefly 

summarized and pointed to the general conditions. 

In Figure 2, a general condition is first given including several reaction steps, i.e., “(1) Step (A)”, “(2) 

Steps (B) and (C)”, and “(3) Preparation of Salt”. The general condition can be applied to all its following 

examples such as Example 1 and Example 2 in the figure. The difference from the case of analogous 

reactions is that the description to be referred to here is not associated with any specific reaction. In 
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this particular example, the general conditions are described using an image with Markush structures, 

with a variable X that can be replaced with several substructures, as shown in Scheme 1a. Such 

Markush structures are common in patents.  

 

 

Figure 2. An example of general conditions. 
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This example also uses the name boronic acid not for the compound itself but indicating its chemical 

class; the actual name of the acid is not used, and an inference process is needed to identify the specific 

chemical compounds used in each reaction, requiring expert knowledge in chemistry.  

 

SUMMARY 

The target of this annotation is to capture the reaction references in the above examples. The objectives 

of the annotation include: (1) identifying all chemical reactions/general conditions in patents; and (2) 

linking chemical reactions to all relevant chemical reactions/general conditions that are required to fully 

specify the reactions.  

This document describes the annotation of chemical reaction references in chemical patents. 

Specifically, the task requires annotating the text spans of all chemical reactions and general reactions 

occurring in given patents, the reference relationships between analogous reactions/general 

conditions, and the cue statements that are associated with the reference relationships.  

In what follows, guidelines for annotating chemical reactions/general conditions, reference 

relationships, and cue statements are described. 

Part 1: Reaction Span Annotation 
 

CHEMICAL REACTION 

The text span of a chemical reaction is the reaction full text with its attached reaction title, but without 

its analytical data.  

This means reaction title such as “Example 1”, “Step 1”, or “Compound A” need to be included. For 

example, the reaction title “Step 1” needs to be included in the annotated span in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. The title of a reaction must be included in the reaction span. 
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However, any analytical data must not be included. For example, the analytical data of T1 in Figure 4, 

i.e., “1H NMR … (d, J=6.5 Hz, 18H)”, should not be included in the text span of T1.  

 

Figure 4. Analytical data must not be included in reaction spans. 

 

There may exist non-textual data within reaction spans, e.g., images. This data needs to be included 

as long as it is part of the reactions. In this project, images in the original patents are converted and 

displayed in a plain textual form. As shown in Figure 5, the image named “id-imgb0011.tif” is displayed 

as its figure name enclosed by a pair of tags “<img>” and “</img>”, without the actual content of the 

image. When annotating the span of T1, such non-textual information should be included.  

 

 

Figure 5. Non-textual data (image in this figure) should not be included in the reaction span. 

 

 

REACTION SEQUENCE 

In some cases, the synthesis process of a chemical compound is an ordered sequence of chemical 

reactions. The whole sequence of reactions called a reaction sequence and each reaction in the 

sequence called a reaction step.  

Figure 6 presents an example of a reaction sequence. When annotating a reaction sequence, each 

reaction step should be treated as a chemical reaction with an independent text span. In Figure 6, for 

example, the preparation for Example 1 consists of three reaction steps, “1.1”, “1.2”, and “1.3”. The 

three reaction steps must be annotated as independent chemical reactions.  
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Figure 6. An example of a reaction sequence. 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

General conditions are chemical reactions/conditions which do not specify detailed compound names 

and serve as general procedures to synthesize many similar compounds. The rules for annotating 

general conditions are the same as other chemical reactions. In the cases where a general condition 

is made up by a series of reaction steps, follow the instructions of annotating reaction sequences. 

  

REACTIONS IN TABLES 

The source of the relevant information of the reaction is often explicitly mentioned in the description of 

the child reaction (as in Figure 1). However, it is also sometimes expressed implicitly by the document 

structure such as in the form of images and tables. 

In this task, only chemical reactions in tables are considered. All tables are converted presented in a 

simplified textual form. A table starts with the tag “<table>” and ends with the tag “</table>”. Each row 

in the table is presented as one line, where the elements in the row are separated by the delimiter “&”. 
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A header row is enclosed by the pair of tags “<header>” and “</header>”. An example of a table in this 

simplified textual form is presented in Figure 7. Note that this table does not contain any reactions. 

 

Figure 7. An example of a table in input texts. 

 

When annotating reaction spans in tables, any reaction related texts must be covered: the name or 

identifier of the product, starting material given together with their amount, conditions, and yield of the 

product must be included. However, any analytical data or non-textual data must not be covered here 

as well. For example, in Figure 8, “Example 192” and “Example 193” are prepared by procedures 

analogous to those for “Example 136”. Thus, their synthesis processes are not described in the patent, 

and are only briefly summarized in a table. The two examples should be annotated as chemical 

reactions including their titles and reaction products. 
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Figure 8. Annotating chemical reactions in a table. 

 

Part 2: Reaction Reference Annotation 
 

ANNOTATION INTERFACE  

To facilitate annotation of reaction references, “reference mode” is provided via “Data -> Reference -> 

Reference mode”. In this mode, the full patent text with reaction span annotations is displayed on the 

left (read-only) with the index tags of annotated reactions displayed on the right (to be annotated). The 

annotation for reaction reference relationships is conducted in the document on the right by linking the 

indices (e.g., the indices T1, T2, etc.) of reactions.  

 

LINK TO A CHEMICAL REACTION 

A pair of reaction steps should be linked if one refers to the other for the details of the reaction. Here, 

the details of a reaction include its starting materials, product, reagents, catalysts, solvent, and the 

conditions of the reaction such as temperature and time. An example of analogous reactions is shown 

in Figure 9. 

In the reaction span of T2, there is a statement showing that the preparation process of “1(S)-Benzyl-

6-methoxy-1(R)-(3-oxo-butyl)-3,4-dihydro-1H-naphthelen-2-one” is analogous to “Preparation 2”. Thus, 

the detailed procedure of “Preparation 3” is omitted in the parent and readers/information extraction 

systems need to refer to the description of “Preparation 2” to obtain the complete details. In this case, 

the reaction T1 is the parent reaction of the child reaction T2. A link with the label REF from T2 to T1 

should be added in the right window. Note that the link is directed: the link should start from the child 

(referrer) and point to the parent (referent).  
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Figure 9. Annotating a pair of analogous reactions. 

 

 

 

LINK TO A REACTION SEQUENCE 

Sometimes a child reaction does not refer to a single reaction step but a sequence of several reaction 

steps. In this case, annotators should consider the reference relationship between the child reaction to 

each reaction step in the reaction sequence, and only link the child reaction to those steps that it actually 

refers to. Figure 10 gives an example where a child reaction refers to a whole reaction sequence. 
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Figure 10. Linking a chemical reaction to a reaction sequence. 

 

In the above figure, the reaction in Example 2 refers to Example 1 for the detail. Example 1 has a 

sequence of three reaction steps including the first two steps to produce the intermediate compounds.  

It is clear from the description of Example 2 that it refers to all the three steps, as it mentions “2-fluoro-

5-iodobenzoic acid” and “4-fluoroaniline”, which are used in 1.1 and 1.2 of Example 1, respectively. In 

this case, three links should be added starting from T4 and ending at the three steps of Example 1 (T1, 

T2, and T3) with the label REF, respectively. 
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Sometimes, a reaction only refers to a subset of reaction steps in a reaction sequence. In such cases, 

the child reaction must be linked only to the reaction steps that it refers to. The figure below gives an 

example. 

 

Figure 11. Linking a chemical reaction and one reaction step of a reaction sequence. 

 

Example 1 presents the synthesis procedures of several different kinds of salts. Preparation of 

compound I and II are common for all the salts, and each salt in III--IV is made starting from compound 

II. Note that only parts of the synthesis procedure for compound I (T1) are included for ease of 

presentation. 

In this case, even though the reactions to synthesize compound I, II and III constitutes a sequence, 

synthesis of salt IV (T4) is considered as analogous to only the final step to synthesize compound III 

(T3). 
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LINK TO A GENERAL CONDITION 

The annotation rules for annotating references to general conditions are similar as those for analogous 

reactions. When a general condition contains only one chemical reaction, annotators should follow the 

rules for annotating LINK TO A CHEMICAL REACTION. In the cases where a general condition 

consists of a sequence of reaction steps, annotators should follow the rules for annotating LINK TO A 

REACTION SEQUENCE. The following figure depicts an example for annotating the reference 

relationship between a chemical reaction to a general condition. 

 

 

Figure 12. Annotating the reference relationship between a reaction to a general condition. 
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In the figure above, a general condition consisting of a number of reactions is described in the first part 

of the Examples section including the steps titled by “Step (1) Step (A)”, “(2) Steps (B) and (C)”, and 

“(3) Preparation of salt”. Following this general condition, numbered examples with only the product 

name and analytical information are presented such as “Example 1” and “Example 2”. Readers need 

to refer to the description of the general condition to obtain complete details of these actual examples.  

In this case, all actual reactions (e.g., T4 and T5) must be linked to the general condition: for each 

actual reaction, three links labeled with REF are created pointing to each step in the general description. 

 

MULTIPLE LINKS 

It is possible that a reaction description has multiple referents (multiple parent reactions and/or general 

conditions). In this case, links should be given between the child reaction and all parent reactions and/or 

general conditions. 

 

REPEATED REACTION DESCRIPTION  

Sometimes description of the same reaction is repeated multiple times in a document. If a parent 

reaction has repeated descriptions, the link should be given to the first occurrence that contains 

complete details of the reaction. 

 

REFERENCE TO EXTERNAL RESOURCES  

Sometimes a reaction description refers to external documents or resources for the complete details of 

the synthesis. These cases need to be ignored, and no links should be given from the description. 

 

Part 3: Cue Annotation 

In general, for each pair of parent-child reactions, there should be a cue statement that indicates the 

analogy between them. Annotators are asked to mark the cue statement and associate it with the 

analogous reaction pair. 

The cue statements often contain a phrase such as “analogous to”, “in the same manner” or “in a similar 

fashion”. For example, in Figure 1, the cue statement is “The title product of this preparation was 

prepared using a method analogous to Preparation 2, …, formation”.  This statement clearly indicates 

a reference relationship from Preparation 3 to Preparation 2 via the phrase “analogous to”.  
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In ideal cases, cue statements explicitly refer to the parent reactions by the example labels (e.g., “Step 

4 of Example 1”). However, sometimes they do not contain any explicit references to example labels. 

For example, in Figure 11, the cue statement is: “The following compound were made in a similar 

fashion to those above”, which does not contain any explicit example labels.  

When annotating cue statements, full sentences need to be annotated wherever applicable. A cue 

statement must be a sentence or a sequence of consecutive sentences. Continue with the example in 

Figure 1, the cue statement in Figure 1 needs to be annotated as T3 in the figure below, i.e., the text 

span “The title product of this preparation, …, formation.”. 

 

Figure 13. An example of cue annotation. 

 

In some cases, there are no cue statements and the reference relationships amongst reactions can 

only be inferred by the document structure. In such cases, the text spans that reflect the document 

structure need to be annotated. Continue with the example in Figure 2. Since the reference relationship 

is indicated by the figure Schema 1a, Schema 1a (presented in a simplified textual form) needs to be 

annotated, i.e., the text span T6 in Figure 14. In addition, the figures corresponding to the structures of 

Example 1 and Example 2 also reflect the reference relationships. As such, they should be annotated 

as cue statements as well. Note that the original figure is not included in the annotation interface. 

Annotators need to refer to the original PDF document of the patent to identify which “img” text span 

corresponds to Schema 1a. 
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Figure 14. Annotating cues when the reference relationships are reflected by the document structure. 

 

Part 4: Linking Cues to Reaction Spans 

Each annotated cue reflects the reference relationships between at least one pair of reaction spans. 

Reference links need to be annotated to bridge reaction pairs with their associated cue statements. 

Given a pair of reaction spans and their associated cue statement, two links need to be added: one 

from the child reaction to the cue statement, and another from the cue statement to the parent reaction. 

Similar with reaction reference annotation, linking cue statements to reactions is done in the “Reference 

mode” of BRAT. 

For example, in Figure 15, T3 is the cue statement that implies the reference relationship from T2 to 

T1. Thus, two links are added in the right window: (1) from T2 to T3 with the label CHILD_CUE; and 

(2) from T3 to T1 with the label CUE_PARENT. 
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Figure 15. Linking a cue statement to its associated reaction spans. 

 


